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Introduction
Sex for Breakfast sounds like a perfectly well balanced meal, and this reality porn site uses a golden
oldie premise of getting sexy women to pay for their apartment rental with sex. It might be overused, but
it is still as hot as the first time it happened.

Adult Review
Sex for Breakfast takes on the tried and true reality porn premise of getting some girls to your apartment with the promise of
cheap rent, and getting your payment in pussy. These Berlin guys get a veritable flood of ladies coming right through their
doors, so there's always a new babe for them each and every week.<br />  <br />  Right now they have 38 episodes at Sex for
Breakfast, and barely any time to clean up after their last tenants before the new ones come on in. The site is very easy to get
around, with the main sections running across the top, and the rest of your episodes displayed down the middle. They update
once a week with a new girl, so no matter what your taste in women is chances are you'll find someone to catch your fancy.
<br />  <br />  Each episode consists of a video and photo set, with an emphasis on the video. You get two viewing choices
with these � either a 700 kbps or a 1.5 mbps streaming Flash video. You'll get these choices once the video is selected and
pops up in the lightbox, allowing you to switch the auto selection to the larger size. Since this is a streaming only site, you
don't have to worry about hiding your downloads anywhere, and you also don't have to worry about load times. The stream is
very smooth, and there is little buffering before you get to enjoy it. The resolution is 720x480, and the quality of these 20
minute videos is very good.<br />  <br />  The photo sets have 75 pictures per set, and these are actual photos instead of
screencaps. They didn't skimp on the photo quality either, with 1000x1500 shown at the highest quality. You also get the
option of a smaller 900x600 in case you're on a slower connection. You are treated to high quality photo work either way, and
not something you'd typically see on a reality porn site. You can look through the gallery or go for the slideshow option.<br
/>  <br />  Sex for Breakfast does a good job at a somewhat clich�reality porn theme, and provides more than enough to keep
you coming back for more. The collection is a good size, and the weekly updates ensures that you will not have to wait too
long in between the newest girls.

Porn Summary
Sex for Breakfast will certainly fill your need for a solid reality porn site. The collection size is nothing to scoff at, the video
quality is good, and the photos are absolutely superb.

Review Rating
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